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Max Weber S Basic Concepts In The Context Of His
Studies
Max Weber (1864-1920) was one of the most prolific and influential
sociologists of the twentieth century. This classic collection draws
together his key papers. This edition contains a new preface by
Professor Bryan S. Turner.
Bringing together the author's major scholarly work on Weber over
the last thirty years, Max Weber's Comparative-Historical Sociology
Today addresses major themes in Weber's thought, whilst also
examining the mode of analysis practised in his comparativehistorical writings. By exploring Weber's concepts and procedures,
the individual chapters seek to convey the rigor of his research
strategies, demonstrating their uniqueness. In this light, this study
proceeds to identify as incomplete and then reconstruct the analyses
undertaken by Weber of the rise of Confucianism in China, the caste
system in India, and monotheism in ancient Israel. The analysis then
advances to the modern era, utilising Weber's research procedures
to explain the origins of four independent phenomena: the
singularity of the American political culture, the cultural
foundations of modern citizenship, cultural pessimism
(Kulturpessimismus) in nineteenth century Germany, and the
'location' of work in contemporary German society. A dialogue with a
variety of recent major schools is pursued throughout this volume.
Offering a rich examination of the major themes in Weber's
sociology, alongside a reconstruction of his mode of analysis and
application of his approach, this book will appeal to scholars around
the world with interests in social theory, German and American
societies, cultural sociology, political sociology, the sociology of
knowledge, comparative-historical sociology, and the sociology of
civilizations.
Author's best-known and most controversial study relates the rise of
a capitalist economy to the Puritan belief that hard work and good
deeds were outward signs of faith and salvation.
In this book, author Tony Waters explores Max Weber’s thinking
about the discipline of populations and its implications for
understanding the origins of the modern globalized world.
Basic Concepts in Sociology [by]Max Weber [translated and
Introduced By]H.P. Secher
Basic Concepts in Sociology
Max Weber and the Path from Political Economy to Economic
Sociology
New Translations on Politics, Bureaucracy, and Social Stratification
An Intellectual Portrait
Perspectives on the Political Sociology of Max Weber

Max Weber is one of the world's most important social scientists, but he is also
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one of the most notoriously difficult to understand. This revised, updated, and
expanded edition of The Max Weber Dictionary reflects up-to-the-moment
threads of inquiry and introduces the most recent translations and references.
Additionally, the authors include new entries designed to help researchers use
Weber's ideas in their own work; they illuminate how Weber himself thought
theorizing should occur and how he went about constructing a theory. More than
an elementary dictionary, however, this work makes a contribution to the general
culture and legacy of Weber's work. In addition to entries on broad topics like
religion, law, and the West, the completed German definitive edition of Weber's
work (Max Weber Gesamtausgabe) necessitated a wealth of new entries and
added information on topics like pragmatism and race and racism. Every entry in
the dictionary delves into Weber scholarship and acts as a point of departure for
discussion and research. As such, this book will be an invaluable resource to
general readers, students, and scholars alike.
Basic Concepts in SociologyCitadel PressBasic Concepts in Sociology [by]Max
Weber [translated and Introduced By]H.P. SecherFundamental Concepts in Max
Weberʼs Sociology of ReligionSpringer
This book helps explain some of Max Weber's key concepts such as charisma,
asceticism, mysticism, pariah-people, prophets, salvation, and theodicy and
places them within the context of Weber's sociology of religion.
Digital media are rapidly changing the world in which we live. This book
addresses six key concepts that are pivotal for understanding the impact of new
media on contemporary society and culture: information, network, interface,
interactivity, archive and simulation. Each concept is considered through a range
of examples.
Key Figures, Concepts and Developments
From Max Weber
The Theory of Social and Economic Organization
Collected Essays
A Biography
Essays in Economic Sociology

First published in 1997, this book revolves around a textual analysis of
the Weberian thesis that 'classes', 'status groups' and 'parties’ are
phenomena of the distribution of power within a 'community'. An internal
reconstruction of Weber’s own ideas on what is called social stratification
in contemporary sociological discourse is undertaken. The reason for this
reconstruction inheres in the fact that Weber’s thought (especially in the
field of social stratification) has been modified and misappropriated to
such an extent that Weber himself is usually lost in the commentaries.
Moreover, this reconstruction is crucial because the secondary literature
does not contain a single account teasing out the analytic structure
underlying Weber’s statements on the nature of social inequality in
various societies. It is the principal intention of the book, then, to
retrieve the essential form and significance of Weber’s ideas on social
stratification.
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The historian Wolfgang Mommsen was one of the foremost experts on
Max Weber as well as an insightful and accessible interpreter of his work.
Mommsen’s classic book, first published in 1974 under the title The Age
of Bureaucracy, not only concisely explains the basic concepts underlying
Weber’s worldview, but also explores the historical, social, and
intellectual contexts in which he operated, including Weber’s
development as an academic, his relationship to German nationalism, and
his engagement with Marxism. Supplemented with a new foreword, a
bibliography that includes recent studies, and a postscript by Volker
Berghahn that surveys the most important debates on Weber's work
since his death, this short volume serves as an excellent resource for
scholars and students alike.
"Max Weber (1864-1920) remains a key figure in the rise of sociology as
an international discipline in its own right. This study of Weber's
sociology, written by an eminent authority, is a clear and illuminating
discussion of the most important elements of Weber's thinking. The
author presents Weber's contribution to social and political theory in a
new and fascinating light, whilst his admiration for the scope of Weber's
work is tempered by a cool and measured critique of his theories and
methods." "The book concentrates on four main elements of Weber's
work: his approach to sociological method, ethical neutrality and
historical explanation; his influential work on religion and capitalism; his
theory of authority and political power; and his contribution to the
analysis of class, status and party."--BOOK JACKET.
This book examines the largely-neglected shift in Max Weber’s work from
political economy to economic sociology. Considering the importance of
his recognition—made during his research on the Protestant Ethic—of the
reciprocal influences that exist between economics and society and the
role of this realization in prompting him to rethink the study of political
economy, the author sheds fresh light on his emerging belief that the
study of the relationship between economic factors and social issues
required a new discipline. A study that charts an important development
in the thought of one of the founding figures of sociology, this volume
will appeal to scholars of social theory with interests in the history of the
field and the legacy of Max Weber.
Max Weber's Comparative-Historical Sociology Today
Critical Assessments 1
Weber's Rationalism and Modern Society
Basic Concepts in Sociology. Translated and with an Introd. by H. P.
Secher
On Charisma and Institution Building
Max Weber and the Modern Problem of Discipline

Public Relations and Social Theory: Key Figures, Concepts and Developments broadens
the theoretical scope of public relations studies by applying the work of a group of
prominent social theorists to make sense of the practice. The volume focuses on the work
of key social theorists, including Max Weber, Karl Marx, John Dewey, Jürgen Habermas,
Niklas Luhmann, Michel Foucault, Ulrich Beck, Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens,
Robert Putnam, Erving Goffman, Peter L. Berger, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Bruno
Latour, Dorothy Smith, Zygmunt Bauman, Harrison White, John W. Meyer, Luc Boltanski
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and Chantal Mouffe. Each chapter is devoted to an individual theorist, providing an
overview of that theorist’s key concepts and contributions, and exploring how these can be
applied to public relations as a practice. Each chapter also includes a box giving a short
and concise presentation of the theorist, along with recommendation of key works and
secondary literature.
Preface Acknowledgements Bibliographical Note and Abbreviations Part I - Politics and
Social Theory 1. Politics and Scholarship: The Two Icons in Max Weber's Life 2. The
Antinomical Structure of Max Weber's Political Thought 3. Max Weber's Theory of
Legitimacy Today Part II - Max Weber on Socialism and Political Radicalism 4.
Capitalism and Socialism: Weber's Dialogue with Marx 5. Joining the Underdogs?
Weber's Critique of the Social Democrats in Wilhelmine Germany 6. Roberto Michels
and Max Weber: Moral Conviction versus the Politics of Responsibility Part III - The
Development of Max Weber's Theoretical Ideas 7. Max Weber on Bureaucracy and
Bureaucratization: Threat to Liberty and Instrument of Creative Action 8. Ideal Type and
Pure Type: Two Variants of Max Weber's Ideal-typical Method 9. Rationalization and
Myth in Weber's Thought 10. The Two Dimensions of Social Change in Max Weber's
Sociological Theory Part IV - The Rediscovery of Max Weber 11. Max Weber in Modern
Social Thought Notes Index.
These essays seek to re-locate the relationship between the traditional concerns of legal
theory and the sociology of law by establishing a consistent theoretical approach to the
analysis of law in contemporary Western societies.
A comprehensive account of the wide-ranging impact of Max Weber's ideas on German
and American intellectuals in the twentieth century.
The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
The Age of Capitalism and Bureaucracy
Max Weber and Postmodern Theory
Fundamental Concepts in Max Weber’s Sociology of Religion
The Max Weber Dictionary
An Interpretation and Critique
While most people are familiar with The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism, few know that during the last decade of his life Max Weber
(1864-1920) also tried to develop a new way of analyzing economic
phenomena, which he termed "economic sociology." Indeed, this effort
occupies the central place in Weber's thought during the years just before his
death. Richard Swedberg here offers a critical presentation and the first major
study of this fascinating part of Weber's work. This book shows how Weber
laid a solid theoretical foundation for economic sociology and developed a
series of new and highly evocative concepts. He not only investigated
economic phenomena but also linked them clearly with political, legal, and
religious phenomena. Swedberg also demonstrates that Weber's approach to
economic sociology addresses a major problem that has haunted economic
analysis since the nineteenth century: how to effectively unite an interestdriven type of analysis (popular with economists) with a social one (of course
preferred by sociologists). Exploring Weber's views of the economy and how
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he viewed its relationship to politics, law, and religion, Swedberg furthermore
discusses similarities and differences between Weber's economic sociology
and present-day thinking on the same topic. In addition, the author shows how
economic sociology has recently gained greater credibility as economists and
sociologists have begun to collaborate in studying problems of organizations,
political structures, social problems, and economic culture more generally.
Swedberg's book will be sure to further this new cooperation.
Essay from the year 2012 in the subject Philosophy - Philosophy of the 19th
Century, University of Bremen, language: English, abstract: Karl Marx and
Max Weber are the classics of German sociology of the end of 19th and the
beginning of 20th centuries. This paper provides a brief overview on Marx’
and Weber’s perception and definition of the notion of ‘capitalism’ as well as
their further comparison. Capitalism in the theories of these two prominent
sociologists is represented from the different points of view, thus, the
comparison promises to be significant. As the main sources for this research it
is planned to use main works of Karl Marx and Max Weber on capitalism,
particularly: “Capital: A Critique of Political Economy” and “The Protestant
Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism” along with analytics and criticisms of their
theories, which have been done by other sociologists.
This selection from Max Weber's writings presents his variegated work from
one central focus, the relationship between charisma on the one hand, and the
process of institution building in the major fields of the social order such as
politics, law, economy, and culture and religion on the other. That the concept
of charisma is crucially important for understanding the processes of
institution building is implicit in Weber's own writings, and the explication of
this relationship is perhaps the most important challenge which Weber's work
poses for modern sociology. Max Weber on Charisma and Institution Building
is a volume in "The Heritage of Sociology," a series edited by Morris Janowitz.
Other volumes deal with the writings of George Herbert Mead, William F.
Ogburn, Louis Wirth, W. I. Thomas, Robert E. Park, and the Scottish
Moralists—Adam Smith, David Hume, Adam Ferguson, and others.
This social theory text combines the structure of a print reader with the ability
to tailor the course via an extensive interactive website. Readings from
important classical and contemporary theorists are placed in conversation with
one another through core themes—the puzzle of social order, the dark side of
modernity, identity, etc. The website includes videos, interactive
commentaries, summaries of key concepts, exams and quizzes, annotated
selections from key readings, classroom activities, and more. See the website
at www.routledgesoc.com/theory New to the second edition: Expanded web
content. Teacher/student feedback employed to clarify difficult concepts.
Reframed contemporary section now offers readings by Robert Merton, Bruno
Latour, David Harvey, Zygmut Bauman, and Anthony Giddens.
Rationalization versus Re-enchantment
Legal Theory in Sociological Perspective
From Charisma to Canonization
Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft. Basic Concepts in Sociology ... Translated and
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introduced by H.P. Secher
Key Words and Central Concepts, Second Edition
Law's Community

Max Weber studies have been radically transformed since the
1980s. The author continues this revision by reading Weber
as a thoroughly political thinker. Weber's key concept is
Chance, a concept that allows us to study politics as
contingent activity and to understand both the actions of
politicians and the presence of the political aspect in
research. This collection contains essays from 1999 to 2014
and a new introduction. The first part deals with Weber's
concept of politics and the politician as an ideal type, the
second discusses Weber's reinterpretations of key political
concepts of freedom, democracy, parliament, nation and the
state. The third part links Weber's concept of 'objectivity'
with the parliamentary style of politics. The essays set
Weber's political thought in relationship to his
predecessors (Constant, Bagehot, Nietzsche), contemporaries
(Sombart, Schmitt, Benjamin), later (Arendt, Sartre) or
contemporary scholars (Skinner, Koselleck) and current Weber
studies (Hennis, Scaff, Ghosh).
The purpose of this book is to make Weber's sociological
work more accessible and more thematically coherent than it
is either in the original or in translation. This volume is
used as an introduction to the study of orignal Weber texts
and gives the reader a systematic presentation of Weber's
sociological studies.
Weber's Rationalism and Modern Society rediscovers Max Weber
for the twenty-first century. Tony and Dagmar Waters'
translation of Weber's works highlights his contributions to
the social sciences and politics, credited with highlighting
concepts such as "iron cage," "bureaucracy,"
"bureaucratization," "rationalization," "charisma," and the
role of the "work ethic" in ordering modern labor markets.
Outlining the relationship between community (Gemeinschaft),
and market society (Gesellschaft), the issues of social
stratification, power, politics, and modernity resonate just
as loudly today as they did for Weber during the early
twentieth century.
Käsler offers a comprehensive account of Weber's views,
giving attention both to the context in which Weber produced
his most significant contributions to social science, and to
the changes involved in his work over the course of his
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career. This volume also serves as an introduction to the
controversies that Weber's writings have stimulated, from
the time of their first appearance to the present day.
Social Theory Re-Wired
Max Weber in Politics and Social Thought
Public Relations and Social Theory
New Connections to Classical and Contemporary Perspectives
Max Weber and the Idea of Economic Sociology
Major Themes, Mode of Causal Analysis, and Applications
The writings of Max Weber (1864-1920) contain one of the most fascinating and sophisticated
attempts ever made to create an economic sociology. Economic sociologist and Weber scholar
Richard Swedberg has selected the most important of Weber's enormous body of writings on the
topic, making these available for the first time in a single volume. The central themes around
which the anthology is organized are modern capitalism and its relationships to politics, to law,
and to culture and religion; a special section is devoted to theoretical aspects of economic
sociology. Swedberg provides a valuable introduction illuminating biographical and intellectual
dimensions of Weber's work in economic sociology, as well as a glossary defining key concepts
in Weber's work in the field and a bibliographical guide to this corpus. Weber's substantive
views on economic sociology are represented in this volume through crucial excerpts from
works such as his General Economic History and The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism, but the reader can follow his attempt to construct a conceptual foundation for
economic sociology in Economy and Society as well. Also included is Weber's celebrated
inaugural lecture, "The Freiburg Address," along with a number of central but hitherto
inaccessible writings. Though written nearly a century ago, Weber's work has the quality of a
true classic, and the reader will find many ideas in his writings on economic topics that remain
applicable in today's world. These include Weber's discussion of what is now called social
capital, his analysis of the institutions needed for a well-functioning capitalist economy, and his
more general attempt to introduce social structure into economic analysis. As this volume
demonstrates, what basically motivated Weber to work with economic sociology was a
realization shared by many economists and sociologists today: that the analysis of economic
phenomena must include an understanding of the social dimension. Guided by volume editor
Swedberg, the reader of this anthology discovers the significance and the enduring relevance of
Weber's contribution to economic sociology.
This volume traces the modern critical and performance history of this play, one of
Shakespeare's most-loved and most-performed comedies. The essay focus on such modern
concerns as feminism, deconstruction, textual theory, and queer theory.
Max Weber (1864-1920) is recognized throughout the world as the most important classic
thinker in the social sciences – there is simply no one in the history of the social sciences who
has been more influential. The affinity between capitalism and protestantism, the religious
origins of the Western world, the force of charisma in religion as well as in politics, the allembracing process of rationalization and the bureaucratic price of progress, the role of
legitimacy and of violence as offsprings of leadership, the ‘disenchantment’ of the modern
world together with the never-ending power of religion, the antagonistic relation between
intellectualism and eroticism: all these are key concepts which attest to the enduring fascination
of Weber’s thinking. The tremendous influence exerted by Max Weber was due not only to the
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power of his ideas but also to the fact that behind his theories one perceived a man with a
marked character and a tragic destiny. However, for nearly 80 years, our understanding of the
life of Max Weber was dominated by the biography published in 1926 by his widow, Marianne
Weber. The lack of a great Weber biography was one of the strangest and most glaring gaps in
the literature of the social sciences. For various reasons the task was difficult; time and again,
attempts to write a new biography of Max Weber ended in failure. When Joachim Radkau’s
biography appeared in Germany in 2005 it caused a sensation. Based on an abundance of
previously unknown sources and richly embedded in the German history of the time, this is the
first fully comprehensive biography of Max Weber ever to appear. Radkau brings out, in a way
that no one has ever done before, the intimate interrelations between Weber’s thought and his
life experience. He presents detailed revelations about the great enigmas of Weber’s life: his
suffering and erotic experiences, his fears and his desires, his creative power and his methods of
work as well as his religious experience and his relation to nature and to death. By
understanding the great drama of his life, we discover a new Max Weber, until now unknown in
many respects, and, at the same time, we gain a new appreciation of his work. Joachim Radkau,
born in 1943, is Professor of Modern History at the Bielefeld University, Germany. His interest
in Max Weber dates back nearly forty years when he worked together with the GermanAmerican historian George W. F. Hallgarten (Washington), a refugee who left Germany in 1933
and who, as a student, listened to Weber’s last lecture in summer 1920. Radkau’s main works
include Die deutsche Emigration in den USA (1971); Deutsche Industrie und Politik (together
with G. W. F. Hallgarten, 1974), Aufstieg und Krise der deutschen Atomwirtschaft (1983),
Technik in Deutschland (1989), Das Zeitalter der Nervosität (1998), Natur und Macht: Eine
Weltgeschichte der Umwelt (2000).
2012 Reprint of Original 1947 Edition. Exact facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced
with Optical Recognition Software. (c)New Foreword Martino Publishing. This volume contains
a full and representative statement of Max Weber's sociological theory, drawn from important
publications never previously translated. The book opens with a discussion of the analytical
methods of sociology and an application of these methodological conclusions to the broadest
classification of social relationship and groups. Nearly half the volume is devoted to a further
elaboration of this scheme in the field of economic activity. The typology is copiously illustrated
with material from many periods of history and parts of the world. Chapters include: The
Fundamental Concepts of Sociology Sociological Categories of Economic Action The Types of
Authority and Imperative Co-ordination The Transformation of Charisma in an AntiAuthoritarian Direction Social Stratification and Class Structu
Essays in Sociology
Individuation, Politics and Orientalism in the Sociology of Religion
New Media
Max Weber’s Theory of Personality
Marx' and Weber's Concept of 'Capitalism'
The Practical Skeptic, a concise introduction to sociology,
focuses on core concepts as the central building blocks for
understanding sociology. Lisa McIntyre's straightforward, lively
style and her emphasis on critical thinking make this an
engaging and user-friendly text for students of all levels.
Through this conversational narrative, students are able to
grasp key sociological concepts and learn the essential lesson
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that there is much that goes on in the social world that escapes
the sociologically untrained eye.
A founder of contemporary social science, Max Weber was born in
Germany in 1864. At his death 56 years later, he was nationally
known for his scholarly and political writings, but it was the
international reception of his oeuvre over the last forty years
that has made him world-famous. "The Protestant Ethic and the
Spirit of Capitalism," "The Economic Ethics of the World
Religions" and his magnum opus, "Economy and Society," with its
treatment of the relations of economics, politics, law and
religion, belong to the great achievements of 20th-century
social science. The groundwork for the posthumous Weber
reception was laid by Weber's widow Marianne, a well-known
feminist writer, who followed up her edition of his collected
works with one of the greatest biographies in a generation that
produced many important accounts of itself. Although unavailable
in English until a decade ago, the importance of Marianne
Weber's 1926 work had been widely understood. Sociologist Robert
A. Nisbet called it "a moving and deeply felt biographical
memoir." Historian Gerhard Masur cited the book as "the
foundation of all further inquiries into Max Weber's life and
influence." Beginning with Max's ancestry and early years,
Marianne Weber guides us through his life as student, young
lawyer, scholar and political writer, quoting liberally from his
voluminous correspondence. Her account of his nervous breakdown
after 1897, which curtailed his academic career but ultimately
strengthened his creative energies, provides deep insight into
some of the personal tensions that troubled him to the end. In
addition to her perceptive personal and intellectual life before
the First World War, describing many scholars, social reformers,
politicians and literary figures within and beyond the famous
Heidelberg circle of the Webers. The new introduction by
Guenther Roth situates Marianne Weber's own role in the
contemporary setting and discusses the current state of Weber
research and of the
Digital media are rapidly changing the world in which we live.
Global communications, mobile interfaces and Internet cultures
are re-configuring our everyday lives and experiences. To
understand these changes, a new theoretical imagination is
needed, one that is informed by a conceptual vocabulary that is
able to cope with the daunting complexity of the world today.
This book draws on writings by leading social and cultural
theorists to assemble this vocabulary. It addresses six key
concepts that are pivotal for understanding the impact of new
media on contemporary society and culture: information, network,
interface, interactivity, archive and simulation. Each concept
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is considered through a range of concrete examples to illustrate
how they might be developed and used as research tools. An interdisciplinary approach is taken that spans a number of fields,
including sociology, cultural studies, media studies and
computer science.
This book explores the contemporary nature of Max Weber's work
by looking in detail at his key concepts of rationalization and
disenchantment. Thematic parallels are drawn between Weber's
rationalization thesis and the critiques of contemporary culture
developed by Jean-Francois Lyotard, Michel Foucault and Jean
Baudrillard. It is suggested that these three 'postmoden'
thinkers develop and respond to Weber's analysis of modernity by
pursuing radical strategies of affirmation and re-enchantment.
Examining the work of these three key thinkers in this way casts
new light both on postmodern theory and on Weber's sociology of
rationalization.
The Political and Social Theory of Max Weber
Key Words and Central Concepts
Max Weber
The Key Concepts
The Practical Skeptic: Core Concepts in Sociology
Max Weber on Power and Social Stratification
Providing a detailed reconstruction of the concept of personality within Weber’s systematic
studies of world religions, this book shows its complex development within three related
problematics associated with Weber’s influential comparative historical sociology –
individuation, politics and orientalism.
Max Weber is one of the worlds most important social scientists, and one of the most
notoriously difficult to understand. This dictionary will aid the reader in understanding
Webers work. Every entry contains a basic definition, examples of and references to the
word in Webers writing, and references to important secondary literature. More than an
elementary dictionary, however, this work makes a contribution to the general culture and
legacy of Webers work. The dictionary also contains extended entries for broader concepts
and topics throughout Webers work, including law, politics, and religion. Every entry in the
dictionary delves into Weber scholarship and acts as a point of departure in discussion and
research. As such, this book will be an invaluable resource to general readers, students, and
scholars alike.
Max Weber, Critical Assessments 2
A Political Style of Thinking
An Introduction to His Life and Work
The Sociology of Max Weber
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